VİDEO SORU ÇÖZÜMÜ
İNGİLİZCE TEST-10
HOW TO ANSWER RESTATEMENT (PARAPHRASING) QUESTIONS

Kural 3:

				

EŞ ANLAMLI ZARFLAR VE MİKTAR BELİRTEÇLERİ

RESTATEMENT QUESTIONS

1) Direct Restatement

2) Implied Restatement

(Doğrudan yakın anlamlı cümle soruları)

(Dolaylı yakın anlamlı cümle soruları)

Eş anlamlı gramer yapıları
Eş anlamlı kelimeler

Anlam ve Çıkarım

(nouns /adjectives/ verbs/ phrasal verbs)

Kural 1:
ZAMAN (TENSE) UYUMU VE BAĞLAÇ UYUMU
(EŞ ANLAMLI BAĞLAÇLAR)

YKS
YDT

•

Obviously = Clearly

•

Nearly = Almost = Practically = Virtually

•

Apparently = Seemingly / It seems that

•

Finally = In the end = At last = Eventually

•

Really = Actually = In fact = Indeed

•

Naturally = Understandably = It is hardly surprising

•

Probably = Likely = Presumably

•

Only = Simply = Just = Merely

•

At once = Immediately

•

Many = Quite a few

•

A number of = A lot of = Large amount of = Plenty of

•

Most = The majority of = Nearly all = Almost all

•

However + adj / adv = No matter how + adj / adv = Regardless of how

•

Although = Even though = Though

•

Despite = In spite of = For all = Notwithstanding

•

However = Nevertheless =Nonetheless

•

As / Than

•

Whereas = While = Whilst

•

Seldom / Hardly ever

•

So = Hence =Thus =Therefore =Thereby

•

Only by / Only with / Only then

•

Due to = Owing to = On account of

•

Hardly … when / Scarcely … when / Barely … when

•

Because = As = Since

•

No sooner … than

•

With a view to = With the aim of

•

Only if

•

Even so = All the same (Yine de)

•

On no account

•

If = Provided / Providing that

•

If Clauses Type 1 = Should…

•

As long as = So long as

Kural 4:
DEVRİK YAPI (INVERSION) BİLGİSİ ve KISALTMALAR (REDUCTION)

If Clauses Type 2 = Were …
If Clauses Type 3 = Had …
Bu yapılar devrik bir şekilde dizilirse anlam yine aynı olur.

Kural 2:

Kural 5:

EŞ ANLAMLI MODALS BİLGİSİ

EŞ ANLAMLI FİİLLER / ÖBEK FİİLLER (Phrasal Verbs) / FİKİR

•

be supposed to = be to = have to

BEYAN EDEN İFADELER / FİİL + FİİL

•

be due to = be expected to = be about to

•

think = reckon

•

should have done = yapmış olmalıydı ama yapmadı. (Sonuç bildirir.)

•

implement = enforce

•

mustn’t = can’t = be not allowed to (yasaklar)

•

trust = count on = rely on

•

should be V3 = must be V3

•

call of = cancel

•

don’have to = don’t need to = needn’t

•

put off = postpone

•

harness = use

•

convey = pass on

•

let = be allowed to

•

Don’t forget = Remember

•

In my opinion = I think

•

I reckon = As for me

•

From my point of view = I am of the opinion that

(you don’t have to = you aren’t obliged to)
•

Used to = would
(Used to = It was my habit but now I don’t.)

•

may have V3

•

might have V3

•

could have V3

¡ It was possible …
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(1 -10.sorularda verilen cümleye anlamca en yakın
cümleyi bulunuz.)
1.

YKS
YDT
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4.

Having completed school, my sister started looking for

Eating healthily does not mean obsessing about

the features of the specific nutrients in a meal, nor
following the latest trends.

a job with reasonable pay.

A) Both the features of the particular nutrients in a meal

A) Having finished school, my sister found a well-paid job.

and the most recent fashion should be continually

B) My sister started seeking a job with good working

followed to eat healthily.

conditions before she even graduated.

B) A healthy diet does not require us to think too much

C) After she had finished school, my sister began to

about the features of the specific nutrients in a meal but

search work with a fair salary.

it does require an awareness of the recent trends.

D) My sister found a job with a reasonable wage as soon

C) Being obsessed about the qualities of the particular

as she finished school.

nutrients in a meal and also following the latest trends
do not help someone have a healthy diet.

E) My sister had already found a well-paid job when she
graduated from school.

D) One does not need to be too interested in the features
of the specific nutrients in a meal but needs to follow
the most recent fashion.
E) People who are not obsessed with the most recent
trends and the qualities of some nutrients in a meal
should achieve a healthy diet.

2.

Mobile phones can be used almost anywhere at any

5.

The board meeting had already begun by the time I

time.

arrived at the office.

A) One can buy a mobile phone anywhere he or she

A) When I came to the office, the board meeting was just
about to start.

wants.
B)

B) Today, there is a mobile phone almost everywhere.
C) It is good to be able to use mobile phones almost

C) The board meeting started when I arrived at the office.

everywhere.

D) When I got to the office, the board meeting was already

D) You can use a mobile phone almost wherever and

in progress.

whenever you want.

E) They didn’t start the meeting until I joined them at the

E) Mobile phones have become so popular that they can

office.

be used everywhere.

3.

No one under eighteen is allowed into the nightclub.
A) It is illegal for people under eighteen to enter nightclubs
in this country.
B) They usually don’t let people under eighteen enter any
nightclubs.
C) The club is appropriate mostly for those over eighteen.
D) I think they shouldn’t allow people under eighteen into
nightclubs.
E) One must be at least eighteen to be able to enter the
nightclub.

The board meeting didn’t start until I arrived at the
office.

6.

Whether I will join the trip or not ultimately depends on
my father’s permission.
A) I don’t know whether I should join the trip or not, so I
need to ask my father.
B) Whether my father gives me the permission or not, I will
definitely join that trip.
C) I will have to ask my father if I can join the trip although
I know he won’t let me.
D) Only if my father allows me to do it can I join the trip.
E) I don’t think I will be able to join the trip whether dad
allows me to or not.
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7.

As well as spoken language, we use body language to
pass on a multitude of messages about our moods and
intentions.
A) A good amount of information about our moods and
intentions is passed on to other people using either
body language or spoken language.
B) Spoken language is not the only means to convey a
large number of messages regarding our moods and
intentions, we also make use of body language.
C) Plenty of messages concerning our moods and
intentions are conveyed using spoken language rather
than body language.
D) We utilise either body language or spoken language

9.

YKS
YDT

Marcus has failed me a lot of times so far, so I have
every reason to doubt his sincerity now.

A) Since I have been disappointed by Marcus on many
occasions, I don’t see why I should trust his sincerity
this time.
B) It was wrong of me to have believed in Marcus, who I
always thought was a sincere person.
C) Because I have failed several times just because of
Marcus, I’ve learned not to depend on him any more.
D) I have decided not to ever trust Marcus again now that
he has disappointed me again.
E) As Marcus had let me down so many times, I was
determined not to listen to him again.

to convey some messages related to our moods and
intentions.
E) Both body language and spoken language have to
be used together to effectively convey messages with
regard to our moods and intentions.

8.

Despite having substantial information on the interior
of our planet, we still can’t predict earthquakes.
A) No matter how much we know about the inside of our
planet, we will never be able to predict earthquakes.
B) In order to be able to predict any earthquake, we need
to have substantial information on what makes up the
interior of the Earth.
C) We need to know much more about what’s inside our
planet in order to be able to predict an earthquake.
D) Knowing only the fundamentals of the interior of Earth,
which is what we do now, is not enough to be able to
predict earthquakes.
E) We know so much about what’s inside Earth, yet we
need even more than that to be able to tell when an
earthquake will happen.

10. The only person to survive the plane crash was a baby
found crying in the bushes.
A) The baby that the survivors of the plane crash found in
the bushes was crying.
B) There was only one baby on board, and it started to cry
just before the crash.
C) Except for a baby, nobody survived the plane crash.
D) The plane crash cost all the passengers their lives, one
of whom was a baby found in the bushes.
E) The only survivor of the plane crash was a baby, who
was crying when it was found in the bushes.
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SORU NO

CEVAP ANAHTARI

1.

C

2.

D

3.

E

4.

C

5.

D

6.

D

7.

B

8.

E

9.

A

10.

E

YKS
YDT
TYT-AYT

